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(54) FIREWALL CLUSTER

(57) A Software Defined Network (SDN) controller
monitors load of Virtual FireWall (vFW) nodes in a firewall
cluster in real time. When detecting that load of one or
more vFW nodes is higher than a predefined first thresh-
old, the SDN controller creates a new vFW node. The
SDN controller selects a first flow, which is to be migrated,

from flows passing through the monitored vFW nodes,
updates a first flow entry corresponding to the first flow,
and sends the updated first flow entry to a switch. The
updated first flow entry indicates the switch to send the
first flow to the new vFW node.
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Description

Background

[0001] A Software Defined Network (SDN) is a new
network structure. The core technology of the SDN is
OpenFlow, which can implement flexible management
of network flows by separating the control plane of a net-
work device from the data plane of the network device.
[0002] A SDN controller may implement functions in-
cluding the collection of network topology, the calculation
of routing, the generation and distribution of flowentries,
the management and control of a network. A network
layer device may perform the forwarding of flows and the
execution of policies.
[0003] Network Functions Virtualization (NFV) is an In-
dustry Specification Group (ISG) of European Telecom-
munication Standards Institute (ETSI). In a NFV method,
all kinds of network elements become separated appli-
cations, and may be deployed flexibly on a platform that
is constructed based on standard servers, storages and
switches.
[0004] NFV technology is based on cloud calculation
and virtualization technology. A universal Commercial
Off-The-Shelf (COTS) calculation/storage/network hard-
ware device may be divided into many kinds of resources
by the virtualization technology, so as to be used by var-
ious applications in an upper layer. Further, the applica-
tions may be decoupled from hardware, thereby greatly
improving the supply speed of resources.
[0005] By a firewall stack technology, multiple physical
firewall devices may be stacked to form a logic firewall
device.

Brief Description of the Drawings

[0006]

FIG. 1 is a flowchart illustrating a method for imple-
menting a firewall cluster according to some exam-
ples of the present disclosure.
FIG. 2 is a flowchart illustrating a method for deploy-
ing a firewall cluster according to some examples of
the present disclosure.
FIG. 3 is a diagram illustrating a firewall cluster ac-
cording to some examples of the present disclosure.
FIG. 4 is a flowchart illustrating a method for forward-
ing a flow packet from an internal network to an ex-
ternal network when implementing a firewall without
a NAT service and a VPN service according to some
examples of the present disclosure.
FIG. 5 is a flowchart illustrating a method for forward-
ing a flow packet from an external network to an in-
ternal network when implementing a firewall without
a NAT service and a VPN service according to some
examples of the present disclosure.
FIG. 6 is a flowchart illustrating a method for forward-
ing a flow packet from an internal network to an ex-

ternal network when implementing a firewall with a
NAT service and a VPN service according to some
examples of the present disclosure.
FIG. 7 is a flowchart illustrating a method for forward-
ing a flow packet from an external network to an in-
ternal network when implementing a firewall with a
NAT service and a VPN service according to some
examples of the present disclosure.
FIG. 8 is a flowchart illustrating a method for expand-
ing a firewall cluster when implementing a firewall
without a NAT service and a VPN service according
to some examples of the present disclosure.
FIG. 9 is a flowchart illustrating a method for reducing
a firewall cluster when implementing a firewall with-
out a NAT service and a VPN service according to
some examples of the present disclosure.
FIG. 10 is a diagram illustrating an apparatus for im-
plementing a firewall cluster according to some ex-
amples of the present disclosure.
FIG. 11 is a diagram illustrating a hardware structure
of a SDN controller according to some examples of
the present disclosure.

Detailed Description

[0007] When multiple physical firewall devices are
stacked by stack technology to form a logic firewall de-
vice, the number of physical firewall devices and a ma-
chine room in which these physical firewall devices may
be laid should be considered in advance. When a stack
member is added or deleted, configuration of stack ports
should be modified, for example, add or delete the con-
figuration of stack ports.
[0008] Examples of the present disclosure will be illus-
trated with reference to the accompanying drawings.
[0009] FIG. 1 is a flowchart illustrating a method for
implementing a firewall cluster according to some exam-
ples of the present disclosure. As shown in FIG. 1, the
method includes following blocks.
[0010] Block 101, a SDN controller monitors load of
Virtual FireWall (vFW) nodes in a firewall cluster in real
time. The firewall cluster includes the SDN controller, one
or more vFW nodes and a switch. The vFW nodes are
equivalent next hops of the switch.
[0011] At block 102, when detecting that load of one
or more vFW nodes is higher than a predefined first
threshold, the SDN controller creates a new vFW node.
[0012] At block 103, the SDN controller selects a first
flow, which is to be migrated, from flows passing through
the monitored vFW nodes, updates a first flow entry cor-
responding to the first flow, and sends the updated first
flow entry to the switch. The updated first flow entry may
indicate the switch to send the first flow to the new vFW
node.
[0013] In some examples of the present disclosure, be-
fore updating the first flow entry corresponding to the first
flow, the method further includes that:
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the SDN controller sends an identity of the first flow
and an identity of the new vFW node to the monitored
vFW nodes; and
the SDN controller receives a first notification mes-
sage sent by a vFW node through which the first flow
passes, wherein the first notification message is sent
after the vFW node through which the first flow pass-
es synchronizes session information corresponding
to the first flow to the new vFW node.

[0014] In some examples of the present disclosure, the
updating the first flow entry corresponding to the first flow
includes:
changing a next hop in the first flow entry into the new
vFW node.
[0015] In some examples of the present disclosure, af-
ter the SDN controller monitors the load of the vFW nodes
in the firewall cluster in real time, the method further in-
cludes that:

when detecting that load of one or more vFW nodes
is lower than a predefined second threshold, the
SDN controller selects a to-be-removed vFW node
from the one or more vFW nodes of which load is
lower than the predefined second threshold, deter-
mines a second flow passing through the to-be-re-
moved vFW node as a to-be-migrated flow, and de-
termines a destination vFW node to which the sec-
ond flow is to be migrated; and
the SDN controller updates a second flow entry cor-
responding to the second flow, and sends the updat-
ed second flow entry to the switch, wherein the up-
dated second flow entry may indicate the switch to
send the second flow to the destination vFW node.

[0016] In some examples of the present disclosure, be-
fore updating the second flow entry corresponding to the
second flow, the method further includes that:

the SDN controller sends an identity of the second
flow and an identity of the destination vFW node to
the to-be-removed vFW node; and
the SDN controller receives a second notification
message sent by the to-be-removed vFW node,
wherein the second notification message is sent after
the to-be-removed vFW node synchronizes session
information corresponding to the second flow to the
destination vFW node.

[0017] In some examples of the present disclosure, the
updating the second flow entry corresponding to the sec-
ond flow includes:
changing a next hop in the second flow entry into the
destination vFW node.
[0018] In some examples of the present disclosure,
when the vFW nodes in the firewall cluster do not have
a Network Address Translation (NAT) service and a Vir-
tual Private Network (VPN) service, the method further

includes that:
when receiving a flow packet sent by the switch, the SDN
controller selects a vFW node from the vFW nodes ac-
cording to a HASH algorithm and notifies the switch of
the selected vFW node, so that the switch forwards the
flow packet to the selected vFW node.
[0019] In some examples of the present disclosure,
when the vFW nodes in the firewall cluster have a NAT
service and a VPN service, the method further includes
that:

the SDN controller assigns NAT addresses in a NAT
address pool to the vFW nodes; and
when receiving a flow packet sent by the switch, the
SDN controller parses out a VPN packet from the
flow packet, searches for a vFW node corresponding
to a destination address of the VPN packet, gener-
ates a flow entry and sends the generated flow entry
to the switch, wherein the destination address of the
VPN packet is a NAT address and the generated
flow entry may indicate the switch to forward the VPN
packet to the searched-out vFW node.

[0020] FIG. 2 is a flowchart illustrating a method for
deploying a firewall cluster according to some examples
of the present disclosure. As shown in FIG. 2, the method
includes following blocks.
[0021] At block 201, a SDN Controller is set in a net-
work where a firewall cluster is located, and the SDN
Controller enables functions of a Flow Manager and func-
tions of a NFV Manager.
[0022] At block 202, by NFV technology, the NFV Man-
ager creates multiple vFW nodes according to perform-
ance of the firewall cluster. An uplink port and a downlink
port of each vFW node are bundled with the switch. The
multiple vFW nodes are equivalent next hops of the
switch, and the switch enables functions of a SDN net-
work device. The functions of the SDN network device
include an OpenFlow forwarding function.
[0023] In some examples of the present disclosure, the
number of the vFW nodes may be determined according
to the performance of the firewall cluster.
[0024] FIG. 3 is a diagram illustrating a firewall cluster
according to some examples of the present disclosure.
As shown in FIG. 3, the firewall cluster includes a SDN
controller, n vFW nodes and a switch, wherein n is a
positive integer. The switch is connected with an internal
network and an external network respectively, and the n
vFW nodes are equivalent next hops of the switch. The
SDN controller enables functions of a flow manager and
functions of a NFV manager.
[0025] In some examples of the present disclosure, ac-
cording to services provided by the firewall cluster, fire-
walls in the firewall cluster may be divided into two types.
[0026] A first type of firewall is a firewall without a NAT
service and a VPN service.
[0027] The firewall without a NAT service and a VPN
service may process such services as firewall attack and
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precaution, inter-domain policies and so on, and the
switch may forward bidirectional packets of the same flow
to the same vFW node.
[0028] A second type of firewall is a firewall with a NAT
service and a VPN service.
[0029] The firewall with a NAT service and a VPN serv-
ice may divide NAT services and VPN services to assign
them to vFW nodes.
[0030] FIG. 4 is a flowchart illustrating a method for
forwarding a flow packet from an internal network to an
external network when implementing a firewall without a
NAT service and a VPN service according to some ex-
amples of the present disclosure. As shown in FIG. 4,
the method includes following blocks.
[0031] At block 400, each of vFW nodes in a firewall
cluster sends its uplink and downlink routing to a switch
by an Equal-Cost Multi-Path routing (ECMP) technology,
and the switch receives the uplink and downlink routing
sent by each vFW node, and sends to a SDN controller
the information that the vFW nodes are equivalent next
hops on the uplink and downlink directions of the switch.
[0032] Regardless of a flow on the uplink direction or
a flow on the downlink direction, the switch sends the
flow to the firewall cluster first. The vFW nodes in the
firewall cluster are equivalent next hops on the uplink and
downlink direction of the switch.
[0033] At block 401, the switch receives a flow packet
from an internal network, wherein a source IP address
of the flow packet is IP_A and a destination IP address
of the flow packet is IP_B. The switch searches for a flow
entry locally according to the destination IP address of
the flow packet, and if the flow entry is not found, encap-
sulates the flow packet into a Packet in packet and sends
the Packet in packet to the SDN Controller.
[0034] A source address of the Packet in packet is the
address of the switch, and the destination address of the
Packet in packet is the address of the SDN Controller.
[0035] At block 402, the SDN Controller receives the
Packet in packet. When finding that the source address
of the Packet in packet is the address of the switch and
determining that the switch has equivalent next hops ac-
cording to the locally recorded information about that the
vFW nodes in the firewall cluster are equivalent next hops
on the uplink and downlink directions of the switch, the
SDN Controller parses out the flow packet from the Pack-
et in packet, performs a HASH operation for IP_A, IP_B
and the number of the vFW nodes in the firewall cluster
according to a predefined HASH algorithm, and maps a
HASH operation result to a vFW node in the firewall clus-
ter. The SDN Controller determines the vFW node as a
next hop forwarding the flow packet, generates a flow
entry for the flow packet, encapsulates the flow entry into
a Packet out packet and sends the Packet out packet to
the switch.
[0036] In some examples of the present disclosure, two
key parameters IP_A and IP_B are filled orderly in the
HASH algorithm.
[0037] Contents of the flow entry include the destina-

tion IP address (i.e., IP_B) of the flow packet and infor-
mation of the next hop.
[0038] At block 403, the switch receives the Packet out
packet, parses out the flow entry sent by the SDN Con-
troller from the Packet out packet, stores the flow entry,
and according to a next hop in the flow entry, sends the
flow packet to a vFW node corresponding to next hop.
[0039] At block 404, the vFW node receives the flow
packet, performs firewall service processing for the flow
packet, generates session information corresponding to
the flow packet, and when the flow packet is not filtered
out, returns the flow packet to the switch.
[0040] The session information includes the source IP
address, a source IP port number, the destination IP ad-
dress, a destination IP port number, a protocol number
and status of the flow packet.
[0041] At block 405, the switch receives the flow packet
returned by the vFW node, and forwards the flow packet
to an external network.
[0042] FIG. 5 is a flowchart illustrating a method for
forwarding a flow packet from an external network to an
internal network when implementing a firewall without a
NAT service and a VPN service according to some ex-
amples of the present disclosure. As shown in FIG. 5,
the method includes following blocks.
[0043] At block 500, each of vFW nodes in a firewall
cluster sends its uplink and downlink routing to a switch
by an ECMP technology, and the switch receives the
uplink and downlink routing sent by each vFW node, and
sends to a SDN controller the information that the vFW
nodes are equivalent next hops on the uplink and down-
link directions of the switch.
[0044] At block 501, the switch receives a flow packet
from an external network, wherein a source IP address
of the flow packet is IP_B and a destination IP address
of the flow packet is IP_A. The switch searches for a flow
entry locally according to the destination IP address of
the flow packet, and if the flow entry is not found, encap-
sulates the flow packet into a Packet in packet and sends
the Packet in packet to the SDN Controller.
[0045] At block 502, the SDN Controller receives the
Packet in packet. When finding that a source address of
the Packet in packet is the address of the switch and
determining that the switch has equivalent next hops ac-
cording to the locally recorded information about that the
vFW nodes in the firewall cluster are equivalent next hops
on the uplink and downlink directions of the switch, the
SDN Controller parses out the flow packet from the Pack-
et in packet, performs a HASH operation for IP_A, IP_B
and the number of the vFW nodes in the firewall cluster
according to a predefined HASH algorithm, and maps a
HASH operation result to a vFW node in the firewall clus-
ter. The SDN Controller determines the vFW node as a
next hop forwarding the flow packet, generates a flow
entry for the flow packet, encapsulates the flow entry into
a Packet out packet and sends the Packet out packet to
the switch.
[0046] In some examples of the present disclosure, two
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key parameters IP_A and IP_B are filled orderly in the
HASH algorithm.
[0047] The HASH operation at block 502 is the same
as the HASH operation at block 402, and thus the HASH
operation result at block 502 is the same as the HASH
operation result at block 402, thereby ensuring that the
bidirectional packets of the same flow can be forwarded
to the same vFW node.
[0048] At block 503, the switch receives the Packet out
packet, parses out the flow entry sent by the SDN Con-
troller from the Packet out packet, stores the flow entry,
and according to the next hop in the flow entry, sends
the flow packet to a vFW node corresponding to next hop.
[0049] At block 504, the vFW node receives the flow
packet, perform firewall service processing for the flow
packet, generates session information corresponding to
the flow packet, and when the flow packet is not filtered
out, returns the flow packet to the switch.
[0050] At block 505, the switch receives the flow packet
returned by the vFW node, and forwards the flow packet
to an internal network.
[0051] FIG. 6 is a flowchart illustrating a method for
forwarding a flow packet from an internal network to an
external network when implementing a firewall with a
NAT service and a VPN service according to some ex-
amples of the present disclosure. As shown in FIG. 6,
the method includes following blocks.
[0052] At block 600, a VPN tunnel is established be-
tween each of vFW nodes in a firewall cluster and an
external network partner corresponding to the vFW node
in advance.
[0053] One partner refers to one VPN in the external
network.
[0054] Each vFW node may establish a VPN tunnel
with one or more partners. Usually, the higher the per-
formance of a vFW node is, the larger the number of
established VPN tunnels is. One partner can establish a
VPN tunnel with one vFW node.
[0055] At block 601, a NAT address pool is configured
on the SDN Controller in advance, and a NFV Manager
of the SDN Controller divides the resources of the NAT
address pool and assigns them to the vFW nodes in the
firewall cluster, sends the assigned resources of the NAT
address pool to each vFW node, and configures Policy
Basic Routing (PBR) according to the resources of the
NAT address pool assigned to each vFW node.
[0056] The resources of the NAT address pool may be
divided and assigned according to the performance of
each vFW node. The higher the performance of a vFW
node is, the more the NAT addresses in the NAT address
pool assigned to the vFW node are.
[0057] The PBR includes a NAT address and informa-
tion of a next hop corresponding to the NAT address.
The next hop corresponding to the NAT address is a vFW
node to which the NAT address is assigned.
[0058] At block 602, the switch receives a flow packet
from an internal network, wherein a source IP address
of the flow packet is IP_A and a destination IP address

of the flow packet is IP_B. The switch searches for a flow
entry locally according to the destination IP address of
the flow packet, and if the flow entry is not found, encap-
sulates the flow packet into a Packet in packet and sends
the Packet in packet to the SDN Controller.
[0059] IP_NAT_B is an address obtained after per-
forming NAT for IP_B.
[0060] At block 603, the Flow Manager of the SDN Con-
troller receives the Packet in packet, parses out the flow
packet from the Packet in packet, queries a NFV Manager
of the SDN Controller for a next hop corresponding to
the destination IP address (i.e., IP_NAT_B) of the flow
packet, generates a flow entry for the flow packet, en-
capsulates the flow entry into a Packet out packet and
sends the Packet out packet to the switch.
[0061] When the Flow Manager queries the NFV Man-
ager for the next hop corresponding to the destination IP
address (i.e., IP_NAT_B) of the flow packet, the NFV
Manager finds the next hop corresponding to IP_NAT_B
in the locally configured PBR. The next hop points to a
vFW node.
[0062] At block 604, the switch receives the Packet out
packet, parses out the flow entry from the Packet out
packet, stores the flow entry, and according to a next hop
in the flow entry, sends the flow packet to a vFW node
corresponding to next hop.
[0063] At block 605, the vFW node receives the flow
packet, performs NAT processing for the flow packet ac-
cording to its NAT address pool, performs firewall service
processing for the flow packet, and when the flow packet
is not filtered out, performs VPN encapsulation for the
flow packet and returns the flow packet with the VPN
encapsulation to the switch.
[0064] At block 606, the switch receives the flow packet
returned by the vFW node, and forwards the flow packet
to an external network.
[0065] FIG. 7 is a flowchart illustrating a method for
forwarding a flow packet from an external network to an
internal network when implementing a firewall with a NAT
service and a VPN service according to some examples
of the present disclosure. As shown in FIG. 7, the method
includes following blocks.
[0066] At block 700, a VPN tunnel is established be-
tween each of vFW nodes in a firewall cluster and an
external network partner corresponding to the vFW node
in advance.
[0067] One partner refers to one VPN in the external
network.
[0068] Each vFW node may establish a VPN tunnel
with one or more partners. Usually, the higher the per-
formance of a vFW node is, the larger the number of
established VPN tunnels is. One partner can establish a
VPN tunnel with one vFW node.
[0069] At block 701, a NAT address pool is configured
on the SDN Controller in advance, and a NFV Manager
of the SDN Controller divides the resources of the NAT
address pool and assigns them to the vFW nodes in the
firewall cluster, sends the assigned resources of the NAT
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address pool to each vFW node, and configures PBR
according to the resources of the NAT address pool as-
signed to each vFW node.
[0070] The resources of the NAT address pool may be
divided and assigned according to the performance of
each vFW node. The higher the performance of a vFW
node is, the more the NAT addresses in the NAT address
pool assigned to the vFW node are.
[0071] The PBR includes a NAT address and informa-
tion of a next hop corresponding to the NAT address.
The next hop corresponding to the NAT address is a vFW
node to which the NAT address is assigned.
[0072] At block 702, an external network partner sends
out a flow packet accessing an internal network, a source
IP address of the flow packet is IP_B, a destination IP
address of the flow packet is IP_NAT_A. The flow packet
reaches a VPN gateway of the external network, the VPN
gateway performs VPN tunnel encapsulation for the flow
packet, and the flow packet with the VPN tunnel encap-
sulation (called a VPN packet) reaches a switch. The
switch searches for a flow entry locally according to the
destination IP address of the VPN packet, and if the flow
entry is not found, encapsulates the VPN packet into a
Packet in packet and sends the Packet in packet to the
SDN Controller.
[0073] IP_NAT_A is a NAT address, which is an IP
address obtained after performing NAT for IP_A.
[0074] At block 703, a Flow Manager of the SDN Con-
troller receives the Packet in packet, parses out the VPN
packet from the Packet in packet, queries the NFV Man-
ager for a next hop corresponding to the destination IP
address (i.e., IP_NAT_A) of the VPN packet, generates
a flow entry, encapsulates the flow entry into a Packet
out packet and sends the Packet out packet to the switch.
[0075] At block 704, the switch receives the Packet out
packet, parses out the flow entry from the Packet out
packet, stores the flow entry, and according to a next hop
in the flow entry, sends the VPN packet to a vFW node
corresponding to next hop.
[0076] At block 705, the vFW node receives the VPN
packet, performs VPN tunnel decapsulation for the VPN
packet to obtain the flow packet, performs NAT process-
ing and firewall service processing for the flow packet,
and when the flow packet is not filtered out, returns the
flow packet to the switch.
[0077] At block 706, the switch receives the flow pack-
et, and forwards the flow packet to an internal network.
[0078] FIG. 8 is a flowchart illustrating a method for
expanding a firewall cluster when implementing a firewall
without a NAT service and a VPN service according to
some examples of the present disclosure. As shown in
FIG. 8, the method includes following blocks.
[0079] At block 801, a NFV Manager of a SDN Con-
troller monitors load of vFW nodes in a firewall cluster in
real time.
[0080] In some examples of the present disclosure, the
NFV Manager of the SDN Controller may monitor the
load of the vFW nodes through monitoring any one or

combination of CPU, memory, bandwidth and the
number of connections of the vFW nodes.
[0081] At block 802, when detecting that load of one
or more vFW nodes is higher than a predefined first
threshold, the NFV Manager of the SDN Controller cre-
ates a new vFW node by a NFV technology, and adds
the new vFW to the firewall cluster.
[0082] At block 803, according to a predefined flow mi-
gration rule, the NFV Manager of the SDN Controller se-
lects a flow (called a first flow) to be migrated from a
monitored vFW node in the firewall cluster to the new
vFW node, and notifies the monitored vFW nodes of an
identity of the first flow which is to be migrated and an
identity of the new vFW node. For example, the identity
of the first flow may be a source IP address + a destination
IP address.
[0083] In some examples of the present disclosure, the
to-be-migrated flow may be selected from flows passing
through the monitored vFW nodes according to a prede-
fined HASH algorithm.
[0084] At block 804, the vFW node through which the
first flow passes synchronizes session information cor-
responding to the first flow to the new vFW no de accord-
ing to the identity of the first flow sent by the SDN Con-
troller, and then sends a session synchronization com-
pletion notification message (called a first notification
message) to the SDN Controller.
[0085] At block 805, the NFV Manager of the SDN Con-
troller receives the first notification message sent by the
vFW node through which the first flow passes, updates
a flow entry corresponding to the first flow, and sends
the updated flow entry to the switch.
[0086] In some examples of the present disclosure, a
process of updating the flow entry corresponding to the
first flow includes changing a next hop in the flow entry
corresponding to the first flow into the new vFW node.
Accordingly, when receiving the first flow, the switch may
send the first flow to the new vFW node.
[0087] FIG. 9 is a flowchart illustrating a method for
reducing a firewall cluster when implementing a firewall
without a NAT service and a VPN service according to
some examples of the present disclosure. As shown in
FIG. 9, the method includes following blocks.
[0088] At block 901, a NFV Manager of a SDN Con-
troller monitors load of vFW nodes in a firewall cluster in
real time.
[0089] In some examples of the present disclosure, the
NFV Manager of the SDN Controller may monitor the
load of the vFW nodes through monitoring any one or
combination of CPU, memory, bandwidth and the
number of connections of the vFW nodes.
[0090] At block 902, when detecting that load of one
or more vFW nodes is lower than a predefined second
threshold, the NFV Manager of the SDN Controller se-
lects a to-be-removed vFW node from the vFW nodes of
which load is lower than the predefined second threshold.
[0091] Usually, a vFW node of which load is the lowest
is determined as the to-be-removed vFW node.
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[0092] At block 903, a Flow Manager of the SDN Con-
troller determines to migrate a flow (called a second flow)
on the to-be-removed vFW node to another vFW node
(i.e., a destination vFW node) in the firewall cluster, and
sends to the to-be-removed vFW node an identity of the
second flow and an identity of the destination vFW node
to which the second flow is to be migrated.
[0093] In some examples of the present disclosure, the
destination vFW node may be selected from the vFW
nodes in the firewall cluster except the to-be-removed
vFW node according to a predefined HASH algorithm.
[0094] At block 904, the to-be-removed vFW node syn-
chronizes session information of the second flow to the
destination vFW node according to the identity of the sec-
ond flow and the identity of the destination vFW node to
which the second flow is to be migrated, and then sends
a session synchronization completion notification mes-
sage (called a second notification message) to the SDN
Controller.
[0095] At block 905, the Flow Manager of the SDN Con-
troller receives the second notification message sent by
the to-be-removed vFW node, updates a flow entry cor-
responding to the second flow, and sends the updated
flow entry to the switch.
[0096] In some examples of the present disclosure, a
process of updating the flow entry corresponding to the
second flow includes changing a next hop in the flow
entry corresponding to the second flow into the destina-
tion vFW node to which the second flow is to be migrated.
[0097] In some examples of the present disclosure, the
new vFW node is created according to a NFV technology,
thereby implementing the automatic deployment of the
firewall cluster. Through bundling the uplink and downlink
ports of each vFW node with a SDN network device, vFW
nodes can be taken as equivalent next hops on the uplink
and downlink directions of the SDN network device, and
thus the uplink and downlink packets can be evenly for-
warded to the vFW nodes by the SDN network device.
[0098] In some examples of the present disclosure, a
SDN controller monitors load of vFW nodes in a firewall
cluster in real time. When detecting that load of one or
more vFW nodes is higher than a predefined first thresh-
old, the SDN controller creates a new vFW node and
adds the new vFW node to the firewall cluster. The SDN
controller selects a first flow, which is to be migrated,
from flows passing through the monitored vFW nodes,
and migrates the first flow to the new vFW node, thereby
implementing the automatic expansion of the firewall
cluster. When detecting that load of one or more vFW
nodes is lower than a predefined second threshold, the
SDN controller selects a to-be-removed vFW node from
the firewall cluster, thereby implementing the automatic
reducing of the firewall cluster.
[0099] FIG. 10 is a diagram illustrating an apparatus
for implementing a firewall cluster according to some ex-
amples of the present disclosure. The apparatus is lo-
cated in a SDN Controller. The SDN Controller, one or
more vFW nodes and a switch constructs a firewall clus-

ter together. The vFW nodes in the firewall cluster are
equivalent next hops of the switch. As shown in FIG. 10,
the apparatus includes a NFV managing module 1001
and a flow managing module 1002.
[0100] The NFV managing module 1001 may monitor
load of vFW nodes in a firewall cluster in real time, and
when detecting that load of one or more vFW nodes is
higher than a predefined first threshold, create a new
vFW node.
[0101] After the NFV managing module 1001 creates
the new vFW node, the flow managing module 1002 may
select a first flow, which is to be migrated, from flows
passing through the monitored vFW nodes, update a first
flow entry corresponding to the first flow, and send the
updated first flow entry to the switch. The updated first
flow entry may indicate the switch to send the first flow
to the new vFW node.
[0102] In some examples of the present disclosure, be-
fore updating the first flow entry corresponding to the first
flow, the flow managing module 1002 may send an iden-
tity of the first flow and an identity of the new vFW node
to the monitored vFW nodes; receive a first notification
message sent by a vFW node through which the first flow
passes. The first notification message is sent after the
vFW node through which the first flow passes synchro-
nizes session information corresponding to the first flow
to the new vFW node.
[0103] In some examples of the present disclosure,
when updating the first flow entry corresponding to the
first flow, the flow managing module 1002 may change
a next hop in the first flow entry into the new vFW node.
[0104] In some examples of the present disclosure,
when detecting that load of one or more vFW nodes is
lower than a predefined second threshold, the NFV man-
aging module 1001 may select a to-be-removed vFW
node from the one or more vFW nodes of which load is
lower than the predefined second threshold.
[0105] After the NFV managing module 1001 selects
the to-be-removed vFW node, the flow managing module
1002 may determine a second flow passing through the
to-be-removed vFW node as a to-be-migrated flow, and
determine a destination vFW node to which the second
flow is to be migrated; update a second flow entry corre-
sponding to the second flow, and send the updated sec-
ond flow entry to the switch. The updated second flow
entry may indicate the switch to send the second flow to
the destination vFW node.
[0106] In some examples of the present disclosure, be-
fore updating the second flow entry corresponding to the
second flow, the flow managing module 1002 may send
an identity of the second flow and an identity of the des-
tination vFW node to the to-be-removed vFW node; re-
ceive a second notification message sent by the to-be-
removed vFW node. The second notification message is
sent after the to-be-removed vFW node synchronizes
session information corresponding to the second flow to
the destination vFW node.
[0107] In some examples of the present disclosure,
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when updating the second flow entry corresponding to
the second flow, the flow managing module 1002 may
change a next hop in the second flow entry into the des-
tination vFW node.
[0108] In some examples of the present disclosure,
when the vFW nodes in the firewall cluster do not have
a NAT service and a VPN service, the flow managing
module 1002 may, when receiving a flow packet sent by
the switch, select a vFW node from the vFW nodes ac-
cording to a HASH algorithm and notify the switch of the
selected vFW node, so that the switch forwards the flow
packet to the selected vFW node.
[0109] In some examples of the present disclosure,
when the vFW nodes have a NAT service and a VPN
service, the NFV managing module 1001 may assign
NAT addresses in a NAT address pool to the vFW nodes;
and
the flow managing module 1002 may, when receiving a
flow packet sent by the switch, parse out a VPN packet
from the flow packet, search for a vFW node correspond-
ing to a destination address of the VPN packet, generate
a flow entry and sends the generated flow entry to the
switch. The destination address of the VPN packet is a
NAT address and the generated flow entry may indicate
the switch to forward the VPN packet to the searched-
out vFW node.
[0110] A hardware structure of a SDN controller is pro-
vided according to some examples of the present disclo-
sure. FIG. 11 is a diagram illustrating a hardware struc-
ture of a SDN controller according to some examples of
the present disclosure. The SDN Controller, one or more
vFW nodes and a switch constructs a firewall cluster to-
gether. The vFW nodes in the firewall cluster are equiv-
alent next hops of the switch. As shown in FIG. 11, the
SDN controller includes a processor 1101, a non-transi-
tory storage 1102, a network interface 1103 and an in-
ternal bus 1104. The non-transitory storage 1102 may
be a non-transitory machine readable storage medium.
[0111] In some examples of the present disclosure, the
non-transitory storage 1102 may store logic instructions
for implementing a firewall cluster, and the logic instruc-
tions are machine readable instructions that can be ex-
ecuted by the processor 1101.
[0112] In some examples of the present disclosure, the
machine readable instructions are executed by the proc-
essor 1101 to:

monitor load of Virtual FireWall (vFW) nodes in a
firewall cluster in real time; when detecting that load
of one or more vFW nodes is higher than a prede-
fined first threshold, create a new vFW node; and
select a first flow, which is to be migrated, from flows
passing through the monitored vFW nodes, update
a first flow entry corresponding to the first flow, and
send the updated first flow entry to a switch, wherein
the updated first flow entry indicates the switch to
send the first flow to the new vFW node.

[0113] In some examples of the present disclosure, be-
fore updating the first flow entry corresponding to the first
flow, the machine readable instructions further cause the
processor 1101 to:
send an identity of the first flow and an identity of the new
vFW node to the monitored vFW nodes; and receive a
first notification message sent by a vFW node through
which the first flow passes, wherein the first notification
message is sent after the vFW node through which the
first flow passes synchronizes session information cor-
responding to the first flow to the new vFW node.
[0114] In some examples of the present disclosure, in
order to update the first flow entry corresponding to the
first flow, the machine readable instructions further cause
the processor 1101 to:
change a next hop in the first flow entry into the new vFW
node.
[0115] In some examples of the present disclosure,
when detecting that load of one or more vFW nodes is
lower than a predefined second threshold, the machine
readable instructions further cause the processor 1101
to:

select a to-be-removed vFW node from the one or
more vFW nodes of which load is lower than the pre-
defined second threshold; and
determine a second flow passing through the to-be-
removed vFW node as a to-be-migrated flow, and
determine a destination vFW node to which the sec-
ond flow is to be migrated; update a second flow
entry corresponding to the second flow, and send
the updated second flow entry to the switch, wherein
the updated second flow entry indicates the switch
to send the second flow to the destination vFW node.

[0116] In some examples of the present disclosure, be-
fore updating the second flow entry corresponding to the
second flow, the machine readable instructions further
cause the processor 1101 to:
send an identity of the second flow and an identity of the
destination vFW node to the to-be-removed vFW node;
and receive a second notification message sent by the
to-be-removed vFW node, wherein the second notifica-
tion message is sent after the to-be-removed vFW node
synchronizes session information corresponding to the
second flow to the destination vFW node.
[0117] In some examples of the present disclosure, in
order to update the second flow entry corresponding to
the second flow, the machine readable instructions fur-
ther cause the processor 1101 to:
change a next hop in the second flow entry into the des-
tination vFW node.
[0118] In some examples of the present disclosure,
when the vFW node in the firewall cluster do not have a
Network Address Translation (NAT) service and a Virtual
Private Network (VPN) service, the machine readable
instructions further cause the processor 1101 to:
when receiving a flow packet sent by the switch, select
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a vFW node from the vFW nodes according to a HASH
algorithm and notify the switch of the selected vFW node,
so that the switch forwards the flow packet to the selected
vFW node.
[0119] In some examples of the present disclosure,
when the vFW node in the firewall cluster have a NAT
service and a VPN service, the machine readable instruc-
tions further cause the processor 1101 to:
when receiving a flow packet sent by the switch, parse
out a VPN packet from the flow packet, search for a vFW
node corresponding to a destination address of the VPN
packet, generate a flow entry and send the generated
flow entry to the switch, wherein the destination address
of the VPN packet is a NAT address and the generated
flow entry indicates the switch to forward the VPN packet
to the searched-out vFW node.
[0120] In some examples of the present disclosure, the
network interface 1103 is connected with other hardware
devices, for example, the switch. The internal bus 1104
may connected with the processor 1101, the non-transi-
tory storage 1102 and the network interface 1103.
[0121] The foregoing is only preferred examples of the
present disclosure and is not used to limit the protection
scope of the present disclosure. Any modification, equiv-
alent substitution and improvement without departing
from the spirit and principle of the present disclosure are
within the protection scope of the present disclosure.

Claims

1. A method for implementing a firewall cluster, com-
prising:

monitoring, by a Software Defined Network
(SDN) controller, load of Virtual FireWall (vFW)
nodes in a firewall cluster in real time;
when detecting that load of one or more vFW
nodes is higher than a predefined first threshold,
creating, by the SDN controller, a new vFW
node; and
selecting, by the SDN controller, a first flow,
which is to be migrated, from flows passing
through the monitored vFW nodes, updating a
first flow entry corresponding to the first flow,
and sending the updated first flow entry to a
switch, wherein the updated first flow entry indi-
cates the switch to send the first flow to the new
vFW node.

2. The method of claim 1, before updating the first flow
entry corresponding to the first flow, further compris-
ing:

sending, by the SDN controller, an identity of the
first flow and an identity of the new vFW node
to the monitored vFW nodes; and
receiving, by the SDN controller, a first notifica-

tion message sent by a vFW node through which
the first flow passes, wherein the first notification
message is sent after the vFW node through
which the first flow passes synchronizes session
information corresponding to the first flow to the
new vFW node.

3. The method of claim 1, wherein updating the first
flow entry corresponding to the first flow comprises:
changing a next hop in the first flow entry into the
new vFW node.

4. The method of claim 1, when detecting that load of
one or more vFW nodes is lower than a predefined
second threshold, further comprising:

selecting, by the SDN controller, a to-be-re-
moved vFW node from the one or more vFW
nodes of which load is lower than the predefined
second threshold, determining a second flow
passing through the to-be-removed vFW node
as a to-be-migrated flow, and determining a des-
tination vFW node to which the second flow is
to be migrated; and
updating, by the SDN controller, a second flow
entry corresponding to the second flow, and
sending the updated second flow entry to the
switch, wherein the updated second flow entry
indicates the switch to send the second flow to
the destination vFW node.

5. The method of claim 4, before updating the second
flow entry corresponding to the second flow, further
comprising:

sending, by the SDN controller, an identity of the
second flow and an identity of the destination
vFW node to the to-be-removed vFW node; and
receiving, by the SDN controller, a second noti-
fication message sent by the to-be-removed
vFW node, wherein the second notification mes-
sage is sent after the to-be-removed vFW node
synchronizes session information correspond-
ing to the second flow to the destination vFW
node.

6. The method of claim 4, wherein updating the second
flow entry corresponding to the second flow compris-
es:
changing a next hop in the second flow entry into the
destination vFW node.

7. The method of claim 1, when the vFW node in the
firewall cluster do not have a Network Address
Translation (NAT) service and a Virtual Private Net-
work (VPN) service, further comprising:
when receiving a flow packet sent by the switch, se-
lecting, by the SDN controller, a vFW node from the
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vFW nodes according to a HASH algorithm and no-
tifying the switch of the selected vFW node, so that
the switch forwards the flow packet to the selected
vFW node.

8. The method of claim 1, when the vFW node in the
firewall cluster have a NAT service and a VPN serv-
ice, further comprising:

assigning, by the SDN controller, NAT address-
es in a NAT address pool to the vFW nodes; and
when receiving a flow packet sent by the switch,
parsing out, by the SDN controller, a VPN packet
from the flow packet, searching for a vFW node
corresponding to a destination address of the
VPN packet, generating a flow entry and send-
ing the generated flow entry to the switch,
wherein the destination address of the VPN
packet is a NAT address and the generated flow
entry indicates the switch to forward the VPN
packet to the searched-out vFW node.

9. A Software Defined Network (SDN) controller, com-
prising a processor and a non-transitory machine
readable storage medium storing machine readable
instructions which are executed by the processor to:

monitor load of Virtual FireWall (vFW) nodes in
a firewall cluster in real time; when detecting that
load of one or more vFW nodes is higher than
a predefined first threshold, create a new vFW
node; and
select a first flow, which is to be migrated, from
flows passing through the monitored vFW
nodes, update a first flow entry corresponding
to the first flow, and send the updated first flow
entry to a switch, wherein the updated first flow
entry indicates the switch to send the first flow
to the new vFW node.

10. The SDN controller of claim 9, wherein before up-
dating the first flow entry corresponding to the first
flow, the machine readable instructions further
cause the processor to:
send an identity of the first flow and an identity of the
new vFW node to the monitored vFW nodes; and
receive a first notification message sent by a vFW
node through which the first flow passes, wherein
the first notification message is sent after the vFW
node through which the first flow passes synchroniz-
es session information corresponding to the first flow
to the new vFW node.

11. The SDN controller of claim 9, wherein, in order to
update the first flow entry corresponding to the first
flow, the machine readable instructions further
cause the processor to:
change a next hop in the first flow entry into the new

vFW node.

12. The SDN controller of claim 9, wherein, when de-
tecting that load of one or more vFW nodes is lower
than a predefined second threshold, the machine
readable instructions further cause the processor to:

select a to-be-removed vFW node from the one
or more vFW nodes of which load is lower than
the predefined second threshold; and
determine a second flow passing through the to-
be-removed vFW node as a to-be-migrated flow,
and determine a destination vFW node to which
the second flow is to be migrated; update a sec-
ond flow entry corresponding to the second flow,
and send the updated second flow entry to the
switch, wherein the updated second flow entry
indicates the switch to send the second flow to
the destination vFW node.

13. The SDN controller of claim 12, wherein, before up-
dating the second flow entry corresponding to the
second flow, the machine readable instructions fur-
ther cause the processor to:
send an identity of the second flow and an identity
of the destination vFW node to the to-be-removed
vFW node; and receive a second notification mes-
sage sent by the to-be-removed vFW node, wherein
the second notification message is sent after the to-
be-removed vFW node synchronizes session infor-
mation corresponding to the second flow to the des-
tination vFW node.

14. The SDN controller of claim 12, wherein, in order to
update the second flow entry corresponding to the
second flow, the machine readable instructions fur-
ther cause the processor to:
change a next hop in the second flow entry into the
destination vFW node.

15. The SDN controller of claim 9, wherein, when the
vFW node in the firewall cluster do not have a Net-
work Address Translation (NAT) service and a Vir-
tual Private Network (VPN) service, the machine
readable instructions further cause the processor to:
when receiving a flow packet sent by the switch, se-
lect a vFW node from the vFW nodes according to
a HASH algorithm and notify the switch of the se-
lected vFW node, so that the switch forwards the
flow packet to the selected vFW node.

16. The SDN controller of claim 9, wherein, when the
vFW node in the firewall cluster have a NAT service
and a VPN service, the machine readable instruc-
tions further cause the processor to:

assign NAT addresses in a NAT address pool
to the vFW nodes; and
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when receiving a flow packet sent by the switch,
parse out a VPN packet from the flow packet,
search for a vFW node corresponding to a des-
tination address of the VPN packet, generate a
flow entry and send the generated flow entry to
the switch, wherein the destination address of
the VPN packet is a NAT address and the gen-
erated flow entry indicates the switch to forward
the VPN packet to the searched-out vFW node.
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